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Cortron Keyboards

Cortron’s rugged keyboards meet a variety of applications and rugged environment conditions. These keyboards are rugged and can withstand intense environments.  As a result are perfect for defence applications as well as other rugged environments.  Keyboards come in a variety of sizes, including compact and full size.  Additional features can also be added to customise keyboards to suit user requirements.

 Categories: Cortron Inc., Defence, Rugged Keyboards, Keypads, Pointing Devices Tag: Defence

	  Details 
	  Ratings 
	  

Cortron Keyboards meet a variety of applications and rugged environment conditions. Keyboards come in compact styles for tight spaces or as full-size keyboards for applications that require dedicated keys or outputs. Cortron’s products are also modular in nature.  This means users can pick a specific keyboard outline (model), pointing device, mounting style and backlighting to suit their needs.
These keyboards are reliable, durable and have ergonomic features that make them easy to use and reduce stress on the end user.  Their thoughtful ergonomic features also make them perfect for accurate high-speed data entry.  Finally, these keyboards also have seals to protect them against the harshest of environments.  As a result they are perfect for various types of defence applications.
Cortron Keyboards
	Model	Image	Key Features	Spec Sheet
	Model 121 With Pointing Device	



	The Cortron Rugged Keyboard, Model 121 is full size and comes with a Pointing Device.  This Keyboard offers the ultimate in quality, reliability, conformity, and flexibility.  As a result, it's ideal for mobile or airborne applications.  To top things off, this keyboard also easily fits into standard RETMA rack systems.  It is also customisable to meet specific design requirements.
 
 In addition to these qualities, model 121 is also virtually impervious to contaminants found in the harshest environments. For example, vital electronics and switch bearing surfaces have a seal for long term survival. As a result, they have protection against water, beverages, sand, dust, dirt and many chemicals.  This rugged keyboard model is reliable and perfect for trouble free operation in life dependent applications.  
 
 Finally, Model 121's  key layout reduces the stress and strain on end users. That's because 121's layout is based upon a standard 101 style keyboard.  Additionally, the number pad and function keys are shifted for 19” RETMA rack system installation.  High contrast non-backlit and negative image (white on dark) keys with backlighting options also provide high visibility in nearly all applications.  The sculptured, full travel key switches are also in ergonomic positions for optimal typing and high speed data entry.	Download Spec Sheet Here
	Model 100 With Pointing Device	



	This rugged keyboard can withstand intense environments.  It is perfect for defence applications and comes in a variety of sizes, including compact and full size.  Additional features are available to suit requirements.	Download Spec Sheet
	Model 90 With Pointing Device	



	The Cortron Keyboard 90 Series is a versatile high-performance keyboard.  It is very similar to the industry standard PC 101 key layout, but compact. This model is reliable and perfect for long-term operation in hostile and demanding life dependent applications where survival is critical. This is because a seal protects Vital electronics and switch bearing against water, beverages, sand, dust, dirt and many chemicals. To top things off, soap and hot water is all you need to clean this unit or simply hose it down in the field.
 
 Model 90 is reliable and trouble-free in life dependent applications.  Furthermore, it's key layout and design, reduces the stress and strain on end users.  Another example of its user friendly design is its high contrast non-backlit and negative image (white on dark) keys with backlighting options.  These features provide high visibility in nearly all applications. Furthermore, the full travel key switches provide optional typing and high speed data entry thanks to its strategic designFinally, while compact, the layout retains the critical user interface keys, including a full number pad.	Download Spec Sheet
	Model 84 With Pointing Device	



	Cortron's Model 84 Rugged Keyboard offers ultra-reliability and quality in a compact package ideal for mobile applications. This unit's key layout minimises left-right dimensions (and omits a number pad) for increased installation flexibility. Optional pointing devices are often directly under the space bar similar to a laptop style layout.
 
 This product is virtually impervious to contaminants found in the harshest applications, both in and out of shelters.  This is because seals for vital electronics and switch bearing surfaces protect the keyboard against water, beverages, sand, dust, dirt and chemicals. To top things off hot water and soap clean this unit.  Alternatively, a hose down in the field is also appropriate. 
 
 Furthermore this rugged keyboard has reliable, trouble-free operation in life dependent applications It's key layout and design also reduces stress and strain on end users. High contrast non-backlit and negative image (white on dark) keys with backlighting options also provide high visibility in nearly all applications. Finally, the sculptured, full travel key switch placing is ergonomic making this keyboard optimal for typing and high speed data entry.	Download Spec Sheet
	Model 80 With Pointing Device	



	The Cortron Model 80 series Rugged Keyboard offers the ultimate in quality, reliability, conformity and flexibility in a compact layout. This product is impervious to contaminants found in the harshest applications, both in and out of shelters.  That is because seals protect vital electronics and switch bearing surfaces against water, beverages, sand, dust, dirt, and many chemicals. To top things off this unit cleans easily with soap and hot water.
 
 Furthermore this model is reliable and trouble free in life dependent applications.  The Model 80 key layout also reduces stress and strain on end users. That's because the layout follows a standard 101 style keyboard and omits the number pad and cursor keys for compact installations.
 
 Finally, high contrast non-backlit and negative image (white on dark) keys with backlighting options provide high visibility in nearly all applications. The key switch placing is ergonomic for optimal typing and high speed data entry.	Download Spec Sheet
	Model 79 With Pointing Device	



	Cortron's Model 79 Rugged Keyboard offers ultra-reliability and quality in a compact package ideal for high density applications. The key layout minimises left-right dimensions (and omits a number pad) for installation flexibility.  This keyboard also includes a Euro style L-shaped enter key and secondary illumination for placing a number pad within the QWERTY section. The product is also virtually impervious to contaminants in the harshest applications, both in and out of shelters. That's because seals protect vital electronics and switch bearing surfaces against water, beverages, sand, dust, dirt and many chemicals. To top things off, unit cleaning only requires soap and hot water or hosed down in the field.
 
 Furthermore, Model 79 is reliable and trouble-free in life dependent applications.  It's key layout and design, also reduces stress and strain on end users. High contrast non-backlit and negative image (white on dark) keys with backlighting options also provide high visibility in nearly all applications. Finally, the sculptured, full travel key switches ergonomic in their placement for optimal typing and high speed data entry.	Download Spec Sheet
	Model 62 With Pointing Device	



	Cortron's Model 62 Rugged Keyboard provides high quality, reliability and flexibility in a highly compact layout. The keyboard utilizes multi-function keys to reduce product size.  For example, merging the “F keys” (F1-12) and Number keys (1-12) on top row.  Seals also protect this product against the harshest applications, both in and out of shelters. Seals also protect vital electronics and switch bearing surfaces against water, beverages, sand, dust, dirt and many chemicals.  In addition to this, soap and hot water is all users need to clean this unit
 
 This rugged keyboard is reliable and trouble in life dependent applications.  The key layout and design also follows the standard QWERTY layout while still reducing the number of keys to an absolute minimum.  Other keyboard options include high contrast non-backlit and negative image (white on dark) keys with backlighting for high visibility in nearly all applications.  Finally, the sculptured, full travel key switches are ergonomic in placement for optimal typing and high speed data entry.	Keyboard Model 62 With Pointing Device

For more information, please contact us.

 Reviews
There are no reviews yet.

Only logged in customers who have purchased this product may leave a review.
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Crystal Rugged Ethernet Switch RCS7750-48C
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3U Rugged Server RS376M
 Read more
	 



SE16 Sealed Embedded Computer
 Read more
	 



Crystal Rugged Switch RCS7450-24
 Read more
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